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The Locals Favorite!
“Just phenomenal. Their wine,
their food, their service. An
absolute must if you are in town.”
- Yelp Diner 6/09/19

“ The Bistro never disappoints!
Our mission is to try everything
on the menu.” - 6/15/19

“ The food and service were
excepponal, fun dining as well as ﬁne
dining. A short UBER drive from
north east Santa Rosa.”
- OpenTable Diner 7/16/19
“If you would like to experience a French country style dining
experience with very good food, service and wine oﬀerings,
Hansel’s the place to ﬁnd it.” And it ’s only minutes from
downtown Santa Rosa with plenty of parking!
- OpenTable Diner 7/14/19
“Great food as always. Tried one of Hansel’s Pinots
and it was wonderful and a great value.”
- OpenTable Diner 7/08/19

8 minutes from Coddingtown, 15 minutes from anywhere

3535 Guerneville Road, Santa Rosa, 95401

Standards by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning
Engineers suggest that building temperatures range from 67 to 82 degrees — and be
set according to an enormously complicated calculus.

NEED

experience captured by
daily surveys that included this plaintive report
CONTINUED FROM D11 from one suffering soul: “I
am physically melting.”
More fans were brought
cross-legged in arm
chairs, laptops open, their in, employees were enlaps swaddled in blankets. couraged to work early in
the morning — before the
Office with no AC
day got too hot — and the
In 2015, Kieran Timber- dress code was relaxed.
Clients who visited,
lake, an architectural firm
including State Departwith more than 100 emment officials (at the time,
ployees in Philadelphia,
tried to work without any the firm was working on a
U.S. Embassy in London)
air-conditioning at all.
were forewarned. Witold
The firm renovated a
former bottling plant — a Rybczynski, writing of the
experiment in Architect
concrete and steel warehouse built in 1945 — with magazine, imagined a
many, many design flour- scene from a P.G. Wodehouse novel: diplomats in
ishes and technologies,
short pants!
but without modern AC.
It was a grand experiPassive and active
ment, and not exactly a
features provided the
failure, since the building,
cooling, like mechanical
which is now cooled by
and natural ventilation
what’s known as mixed
(fans and windows that
mode operation — that is,
opened); automated
shades; insulation, includ- using a bit of conventional air-conditioning when
ing a concrete slab floor;
needed — is still a modand dehumidifiers.
The design thinking be- el of energy efficiency.
Switching to mixed-mode
hind these contemporary
has added only 1% or 2%
refinements has worked
to the building’s total
for millenniums — imagenergy load, according to
ine an adobe house, or a
Roderick Bates, a Kieran
Roman villa, sealed and
Timberlake principal.
shaded against the day’s
Bates said that one of
heat, and opened up at
the reasons natural coolnight.
ing wasn’t fully successful
That first summer,
was that Philadelphia’s
however, staffers found
nighttime temperatures
themselves increasingly
hot, limp and damp, their during the peak sum-

mer months weren’t low
enough to allow natural
ventilation to cool the
place down.
Passive house systems work really well in
climates with big diurnal
temperature swings, like
the desert.
A byproduct of the
experiment was the evolution of the survey process,
now a cloud-based app
called Roast, that revealed
something rather illuminating: While there were
slightly more survey responses from female staff,
the differences in thermal
comfort between sexes
were insignificant. (Are
women just more inclined
to participate in surveys?)
It turns out gender is
less a predictor of thermal comfort than other
factors, like age, activity
level or, tellingly, the
relative wealth of the society surveyed, according
to studies conducted by
researchers at the Center
for the Built Environment
at UC Berkeley.
People in countries with
a lower gross domestic product, said David
Lehrer, communications
director and a researcher
there, are more comfortable with a wider range of
temperatures.
It appears that first
world discomfort is a
learned behavior.

The Farm Bureau Foundation of Sonoma County is honored to award 45 of Sonoma
County's top agricultural students with scholarships totaling $158,650 to support their
continued education in agriculture

Special thanks to the 66 businesses and individuals who generously donated
scholarships to support local Sonoma County students involved in agriculture

